WELCOME TO
VANTAGE
At Vantage, our vision is to deliver the very best experience in automated lighting control. This is not just delivered through cutting edge products and technology but also with outstanding customer service, optimal quality, and exceptional value.

Initially founded in 1983, Vantage’s original focus was on the development of architectural lighting systems. Vantage became a Legrand group brand in 2006.

With 30 years of experience in luxury lighting solutions, Vantage continues to build upon the breadth and depth of our product offerings. Our vision is to always take technology, innovation, and experience to the next level.

Our array of cutting edge products provide precise automated lighting control with intuitive and sophisticated interfaces, and our total systems are smart, reliable, and simple to install. From homes to hotels, boardrooms to boutiques, the Vantage solution delivers a simple, streamlined approach to controlling complex, modern spaces. Wireless technology allows for seamless scalability without additional wires, all designed to meet the ever-evolving requirements of luxury spaces.
Vantage offers one of the industry’s broadest arrays of products and solutions for automated lighting control. Seamlessly blending aesthetics and technology, we provide the user with ultimate control over every facet of living in luxury homes and office spaces. Our products span hardware and software for on-wall and behind-the-wall applications.

**Lighting**

Lighting control is often the most demanded element of an automation experience. The selection of the system is as critical as the lighting design itself, and Vantage offers a full range of high-end solutions to meet the needs of any lighting project.

The following provides a high-level overview of Vantage’s full portfolio of products and solutions:

- **Standard or Universal Dimmer Modules**
  - Vantage’s dimming modules are a key component of our industry-leading lighting control solution for luxury residential and commercial spaces. Easily control and dim all of the space’s lighting and create flawless lighting scenes.

- **Line Voltage Relay Modules**
  - The InFusion Line Voltage Relay Module allows effortless control of devices such as lighting loads, draperies, pumps, garage doors, screens, and much more.

- **Lighting Relay Modules**
  - The Lighting Relay Module allows the user to enjoy effortless on/off control of lighting throughout the space.
Total Control
Taking environmental control beyond lighting, Vantage products are designed to communicate with best-in-category products for comfort and energy management.

COMFORT and ENERGY CONTROL

Controllers
(U.S. or DIN)

InFusion 36V or 24V
Vantage controllers are among the industry’s most powerful options available and function as the central brain of the entire lighting system.

Climate and Shading

Thermostat
The Communicating Thermostat provides comfort and energy efficiency with easy installation and fully integrated control.

Flushmount Thermostat Sensor
The thermostat sensor provides in-room temperature feedback to thermostats that are hidden away. A flushmount design ensures comfort without wall clutter.
EQUINOX: GRAPHICAL TOUCHSCREENS

Equinox

Equinox 73
Provides a unique multi-widget environment on a 7” LCD screen to easily control multiple sub-systems with a familiar interface consistent with smartphones and tablets.

Equinox 41
Provides a unique widget environment on a 4” LCD screen to easily control multiple sub-systems with a familiar interface consistent with smartphones and tablets.

Equinox 40
This “lite” version of the 4” titanium frame LCD keypad simplifies control of lighting, audio, and climate in the space.

San Francisco California, USA
**Equinox Widgets**

**Lighting Widget**
Equinox lets you manage lighting using personal preferences, including night settings, entertainment, vacation mode, or any personalized settings with the simple touch of a button.

**Scenes Widget**
Users can create their own personal “scenes” and then execute with the touch of a button, making their living or workspaces truly their own.

**Timer Widget**
This widget was created to give users the ability to make changes to existing timers as well as the ability to create their own timed events.

**Shades Widget**
This widget sets shades or blinds to open gradually in the morning or close all at once when the space is empty.

**Climate Widget**
Use this widget to schedule thermostat settings and manage them remotely. This smart system helps maintain efficiency and save money.

**Weather Widget**
Dynamic displays in this widget enable quick checks of current weather conditions.
User Interfaces

EasyTouch II Keypad
EasyTouch II is available in one to five button configurations. This style employs laser engraving and LED backlighting, available in any color of your choice.

RPTouch Keypad
RPTouch combines LED backlighting in any color and laser engraving in true-type fonts with an attractive, subtle button design aesthetic. RPTouch is available in one to eight button configurations.

SquareTouch Keypad
Perfect for traditional and contemporary homes. SquareTouch buttons are mechanically engraved with blue/red or green/red status indicators. This product is available in one to eight button configurations.

FineTouch Keypad
FineTouch buttons offer delicate, subtle styling, along with mechanical engraving on the faceplate and blue/red or green/red status indicators.

Wireless Interfaces

RadioLink EasyTouch II Dimmer
The Vantage RadioLink ScenePoint Dimmer is a standard wall box dimmer that also connects to the Vantage system via our wireless enabler. In existing structures, RadioLink ScenePoint dimmer stations quickly install in the place of standard light switches.

RadioLink EasyTouch II Keypad
RadioLink keypads provide wireless scene control for transition areas such as hallways or pathways that are traditionally wired with 3- or 4-way switches. In existing structures, RadioLink keypads quickly install in the place of standard switches.

TrimLine II Trim and Wall Plate
The TrimLine II design offers the most versatility, allowing you to select a trim finish that matches or accents your faceplate finish. TrimLine II trims and wallplates are available in one to four gangs.
Local and Global Support
Vantage is proud to offer the most responsive assistance from our regional sales managers and trained representatives. Contact us for product recommendations, demonstrations, and integrator selection suggestions. On a broader scale, gain access to our global network of authorized integrators for project commissioning or in-field system training.

Specialized Design Services
We provide a dedicated Design Services team for system layout support. Connect with a project management team member through an easy-to-use platform to discuss your product design and any support needs you may have.

Support Tools and Resources
Vantage offers a comprehensive suite of resources and tools to support your project needs. This includes our interactive iPad® app for consulting with clients, downloads of DXF/DWG and Riser Diagrams files for inclusion on your CAD layouts, as well as access to our Proposal Builder Tools.

Warranty
Our systems are backed by an industry-leading, 5-year warranty.
Seamless System Expansion and Upgrades
Vantage’s technology enables backward compatibility with legacy systems and allows for seamless communication with other manufacturers’ architecture. With our “no new wires” solutions, systems can easily be updated with minimal effort.

Code Compliance
Our products are designed to exceed the standards of code compliance.

Strategic Partnerships
Vantage has made global and strategic connections through our premier partner and driver program. These relationships are based on collaboration with leading custom electronics companies, and are available through our Design Center software when used with the Equinox family of products. As the global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures, Legrand’s comprehensive offering of solutions for use in residential, commercial, and industrial markets makes it a benchmark for customers worldwide. Innovation for a steady flow of new products with high added value is a prime vector for growth and market leadership. Legrand brands, Luxul, Middle Atlantic Products, Nuvo, QMotion, and Wattstopper, form core partnerships for Vantage.

Professional Dealer Network
Our Authorized Dealer Program provides benefits to dealers across the US. We engage with prospective dealer partners through a proprietary dealer portal in coordination with our regional sales managers in their respective territories, allowing for healthy, sustainable growth. Authorized dealers are trained and continually supported in the latest Vantage technologies and software.